Unisys U-Pass™
Get Back to the Workplace
With Secure Access To
COVID-19 Testing Results
and Vaccination Cards

HIGHLIGHTS
 Deploy a proven testing and vaccination
reporting solution co-developed by Unisys
and healthcare partners
 Test results and vaccination status are
easily implemented in one integrated web
and mobile application.
 This flexible, competitively priced solution
provides a safe pathway to get your
employees back to work.
 Access test results, vaccination status,
and, with a reliable photo ID such as a
passport, validation of any individual/
employee identity by matching the ID with
irrefutable biometric identification.
 Remove the friction from determining a
person’s identity and health status for
workplace access.

Pandemic-related shutdowns, business disruptions, and fears continue to jeopardize
the crucial missions and income of almost every business, government, and
non-profit organization. Efforts to sustain ongoing operations can be undermined
in an instant by outbreaks of the virus. To adapt, your organization needs a
comprehensive, reliable pandemic response plan to minimize coronavirus risk
so you can operate safely and remain open.
With U-Pass™, you can easily check incoming workers and customers against a
variety of criteria and credentials while tying those results to your physical access
systems. Its software-as-a-service (SasS) delivery model provides you with a
solution that requires no additional hardware or software to deploy and maintain.
With Unisys U-Pass digital pass, you can validate test results (pass/fail) and keep
the appropriate records on returning employees to ensure safer workplaces.
By tying individual test results and vaccination status to access control, U-Pass
provides you with the ability to ensure that only individuals authorized by you
gain access.

How do you stay open safely in the
new normal?
Digital health passes help you protect
your workplace environment.

Use Cases
 Back to the Workplace: Access employee test status and
the user’s submitted proof of vaccination. Know who is
vaccinated and who is not in your workplace.
 Back to School: Promote safe and healthy learning
environments and determine admittance only when your
requirements have been met. Also, keep track of the school
population’s vaccination status securely.
 Back to Travel: Ensure travelers and guests follow required
screening protocols by accessing and validating test results
along with user vaccine documentation.
 Back to Tourism: Enable hotels and entertainment
venues to uphold health and safety plans by documenting
vaccination and health status of employees and guests
from their mobile devices.
 Back to Peace of Mind at Home: Simplify the process of
ordering test kits from U-Pass healthcare partners, returning
samples, and accessing results from an online profile or
mobile app.
 Back to Essential Worker Safety: Rapidly ascertain the
test status and the worker-provided proof of vaccination for
essential workers vital to the health and wellbeing of many.

WHY UNISYS?
 nisys has worked for decades with leading healthcare,
U
life sciences, and pharmaceutical companies worldwide,
delivering field-tested and proven identity authentication
systems. We have deployed some of the most trusted
IT systems for governments, the military, and public
agencies, driven by our expertise in complex public
sector and large industry installations.
U-Pass delivers security authentication best practices
Unisys has derived from industry standards, extensive
client experience, and the latest innovations in
biometric modeling.

How You Benefit
 Near Real-Time Testing: Many public sector facilities are
mandating frequent testing. To fully open your facilities with
confidence, testing needs to occur in real time, with results
provided within minutes before the employee or individual gains
access. U-Pass healthcare partners provide near real-time
testing results on the spot—not days or weeks later.
 Within-The-Workplace Safeguards: You can integrate thermal
camera readings into U-Pass to instantly detect atypical
temperatures and deny access to workers above a specified
threshold. In addition, all workers and others who enter the
facility can be provided an always-in-place wearable monitor for
the same purpose.
 Access Control: No matter how many tests are performed,
your workplace is at risk unless each positive-testing individual
is automatically denied access to facilities. U-Pass allows
you to integrate testing with modern building management,
badge scanning, and lock systems. A positive test can result
in automatic denial of access and a medical referral and
quarantine advisory.
 Privacy Protection: Matters of health raise privacy issues and
call for the highest levels of security. The U-Pass solution was
designed with security and privacy in mind, particularly HIPAA
and GDPR compliance.
 Rapid Time to Value: U-Pass features a highly scalable SaaS
backend and a web and mobile user app front end. With no
additional hardware or software needed, it can be in use at your
organization in as quickly as two weeks.
 Full Integration With Existing Systems: U-Pass integrates
smoothly with your corporate systems to ensure that you gain
situational awareness of virus-related matters, full visibility into
trends, and the ability to adapt your approach to comply with
applicable government regulations.

To explore how Unisys U-Pass can help you,
visit us online or contact us.

For more information visit www.unisys.com
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